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ABSTRACT

Can decision-maker roles—roles with responsibility to allocate resources towards ideas—shape which ideas people in those roles view as creative? Prior theory suggests that expertise should influence creativity assessments, yet examples abound of experts in different roles disagreeing about whether the same idea is creative. We build and test a social context model of creative idea recognition to show how decision-maker roles can shift creativity assessments. In an experimental study, we show that relative to non-decision-making roles, decision-making roles inculcate an economic mindset and so lead to downgrading otherwise creative ideas with cues of low social approval. A quasi-experimental study triangulates and extends this finding showing that organizational decision-making roles can habitually evoke an economic mindset that shapes creativity assessments. In both studies, decision-maker role, economic mindset, and social approval levels were unrelated to idea usefulness ratings. By integrating work on organizational roles, economic mindsets, and implicit theories of creative ideas, we provide a broadly applicable theoretical framework to describe how social context shapes creativity assessments. This work has important implications for the creativity and innovation literatures, and suggests a new interpretation of the longstanding puzzle of why organizations desire but often reject creative ideas.
Editor’s rejection of Akerlof’s “Market for Lemons” paper: *This is trivial.*

Editor’s rejection of Orwell’s *Animal Farm*: *It is impossible to sell animal stories in the United States.*

The editors evaluating Akerlof and Orwell’s works did not think that those works were creative. Akerlof and Orwell no doubt disagreed. Indeed, these authors had good reason to disagree, since Akerlof’s paper won him the Nobel prize in economics and Orwell’s book *Animal Farm* is an American classic. This phenomenon of people in decision-making roles disagreeing with others over whether an idea is creative appears common. For example, *Star Wars* was first denied by United Artists, Airbnb was initially rebuffed by investors in Silicon Valley, and the digital camera was initially rejected by Kodak. Even domains such as academia that prize theoretical novelty often reject breakthrough ideas (Boudreau, Guinan, Lakhani, & Riedl, 2016; Siler, Lee, & Bero, 2015). This downgrading of creative ideas is unfortunate, because decision-makers who are able to embrace creative ideas can enhance their organizations’ strategic effectiveness (Ford, Sharfman, & Dean, 2008), and competitive advantage (Amabile, 1988). However, the question of why decision-makers can sometimes view groundbreaking ideas as “trivial” and not creative or worth pursuing remains an unresolved puzzle and one that carries potentially far-reaching consequences.

While organizations often employ decision-maker roles to ensure quality control and gatekeeping during the process of selecting ideas to pursue (Cooper, 2006; Day, 2007; Krishnan & Ulrich, 2001), research has not considered whether the decision-maker role might alter assessments of ideas. This is surprising given longstanding evidence that social roles color the way information is perceived and processed, and shape the mental representations individuals use to guide their behavior (Callero, 1986; Morgan & Schwalbe, 1990). In the current paper, we
build from prior work showing that mindsets can shape creativity assessments (Mueller, Wakslak, & Krishnan, 2014) and link the decision-maker role with an economic mindset, a knowledge structure that evokes concerns around rationality, measurement accuracy and correctness in decision-making (Molinsky, Grant, & Margolis, 2012; Vohs, Mead, & Goode, 2006). Further, we argue that in the course of assessing creative ideas, a person’s economic mindset will make social approval cues—indications that others endorse or sanction an option (Cialdini, Reno, Kallgren, 1990; MacCoun, 2012)—particularly salient.

Social approval cues have been identified as key concerns for decision-makers as they assess creative ideas. Indeed, Ford and Gioia (2000: 725) argued that social approval cues generate a dilemma for decision makers: “If they choose the safe path by adopting a professionally sanctioned solution, they might not resolve the problem, but they reduce their exposure to second guessing should the action fail. Adopting creative choices may increase the odds of resolving the problem(s) at hand, but at the cost of leaving decision-makers open to the stones and arrows of critics should the decision fail.” We will argue that the decision-makers’ dilemma is even more pernicious than Ford and Gioia described by building on a research tradition examining implicit theories of creative ideas (Batey, 2012; Loewenstein & Mueller, 2016; Paletz & Peng, 2008). Implicit theories, sometimes called naïve, folk, or lay theories (Atran, Medin, & Ross, 2005), are “schema-like knowledge structures that individuals use to effortlessly process current stimulus cues and choose responses” (Detert & Edmondson, 2011: 463). Implicit theories often depart from scholarly theories (Dweck, Chiu, & Hong, 1995). For example, unlike scholars, lay people have implicit theories that social approval cues are indicators of creativity. A recent study found that about 70% of Americans believed low social approval indicated high creativity, whereas 30% believed low social approval indicated low
creativity (Loewenstein & Mueller, 2016). We integrate this work on implicit theories of creative ideas with the earlier work on the decision-makers’ dilemma to propose that decision makers, due to adopting an economic mindset, take low social approval as an indication of low creativity.

We contribute to the literature by building theory and by providing empirical evidence for a social context model of creative idea recognition (Figure 1). This model can account for instances, such as the ones experienced by Akerlof and Orwell, in which experts in decision-making roles can disagree with experts in non-decision-making roles around whether ideas are creative. Further, we provide theory and evidence that decision makers may not experience a dilemma of choosing between non-creative ideas with social approval and creative ideas without social approval. Instead, decision makers may simply not view ideas with low social approval to be creative in the first place. This implies that mandates to select creative ideas are unlikely to help organizations embrace instead of reject creative ideas, because creative ideas are unlikely to have high social approval (Klein & Knight, 2005; Schilling & Hill, 1998). To test this model we employ a laboratory and quasi-experimental study. The laboratory study randomly assigns decision-maker roles and shows that people in these roles adopt an economic mindset and thereby assess ideas with low social approval to be less creative. A quasi-experiment triangulates and extends these findings with employees in a large organization having a range of decision-making responsibility, showing that routinely serving in decision-maker roles leads to a chronic economic mindset and downgrading the creativity of an idea with cues of low social approval.

TOWARDS A SOCIAL CONTEXT MODEL OF CREATIVE IDEA RECOGNITION

Decision-Making Roles in the Context of Creativity and Innovation
The sociological literature describes social roles as goals or responsibilities that guide the preferences and behaviors of social actors within a given context (Biddle, 1986). Within the context of creativity and innovation, the decision maker role, a role defined by the responsibility for allocating or withholding resources for ideas, is especially important. Research describes this role as having responsibility over the selection of ideas (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999), control over budgetary and time allocation (Mollick, 2012), a goal to make money or generate a profit (Ford et al., 2008) and ultimately achieve success with the chosen idea (Stevens & Burley, 1997). As such, these decision-makers have to evaluate, on average, more than 3000 ideas to achieve one commercial success (Stevens & Burley, 1997) and for this reason, individuals in these roles account for the highest percentage of variance in organizational performance (Mollick, 2012).

Unsurprisingly then, the importance of the decision maker role is widely recognized in the literature. For example, Ford and Gioia (2000) described the decision-maker role within the context of an evolutionary theory of creativity, noting that decision-makers are responsible for determining which ideas survive and which ideas die, mostly because decision-makers have budgetary and resource constraints that require they select only a small subset of ideas to develop. In his systems view of creativity, Csikszentmihalyi (1999) described the decision-making roles as gatekeeper roles responsible for selecting and resourcing the ideas for the community to retain. Elsbach and Kramer (2003) focused on a Hollywood pitch context, where those with the role of “catcher” had responsibility for choosing whether or not to fund the development of “pitchers” ideas. Drazin, Glynn, and Kazanjian (1999) identified that organizations desiring creativity often imbue managers with the responsibility to decide how to allocate funds and set deadlines for specific projects. Thus, the decision-maker role is widely
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viewed as critical to innovation in organizations, in large part because it is the primary locus of responsibility over allocating economic (money and time) resources to potentially creative ideas.

**Decision-Maker Roles and Economic Mindsets**

People are influenced by their roles and tend to modify their behavior to meet the goals and responsibilities associated with these roles (Sluss & Ashforth, 2007). Because the decision-maker role is defined as involving responsibility over the distribution of funds and resources (Ford & Gioia, 2000), we argue that the role is likely to activate an economic mindset—a cognitive tendency to prioritize concerns at the heart of economics, including accuracy, rationality, and self-interest (Molinsky et al., 2012; Wang, Malhotra, & Murnighan, 2011).

One reason for the proposed link between the decision maker role and economic mindset is that the decision-maker role involves goals concerning material and economic matters. Economic criteria tend to be the most evaluable attributes in a decision-making frame (Hsee, 1996), and so can help decision-makers fulfill their goals around accurately assessing the value of a given idea. Also, economic criteria are persuasive when justifying decisions to others (Molinsky et al., 2012), and so can serve a second-order purpose of allaying others’ concerns around assessments being “correct.” Indeed, supporting this, the innovation literature suggests that when vetting ideas for implementation, decision-makers should focus on accurately assessing the potential market size for an idea (Kornish & Ulrich, 2011) and identifying whether an idea will incur more costs than it generates in revenues (Day, 2007). Likewise, the literature on behavioral decision-making recommends that decision-makers should use measurement tools like confidence intervals to identify whether ideas are viable in the future (Haran, Moore, & Morewedge, 2010). As decision-makers’ goals center on accuracy, rationality, and economic
outcomes (Drazin, Glynn, & Kazanjian, 1999; Ford & Sullivan, 2005), we suggest that the
decision-maker role will tend to engender an economic mindset.

A second reason for the proposed link between the decision maker role and economic
mindset stems from experiencing a high level of responsibility (Hackman & Oldham, 1976). A
feeling of responsibility leads to a challenge if decision-makers are forced to make decisions
about uncertain options, and creative ideas are inherently uncertain (Huang & Pearce, 2015). A
sense of responsibility, coupled with a high level of uncertainty, is a burdensome experience
(Mintzberg, 1971) characterized by feelings of a loss of control. As individuals prefer to feel in
control of their environments (Leotti, Iyengar, & Ochsner, 2010), this experience is likely to
compel decision-makers to attempt to regain control by seeking to reduce uncertainty. A primary
means to do so is to focus on precise economic criteria that are easily evaluable (Hsee, 1996) and
verifiable (Molinsky et al., 2012) as well as to focus on support that one’s evaluations are correct
(Sonenshein, 2006). This focus and reliance on economic decision-making indicators will then
create and sustain an economic mindset. Given these two reasons, we propose:

Hypothesis 1. Relative to adopting a role with no decision-making responsibility,
adopting a decision-maker role more strongly evokes an economic mindset.

Economic Mindsets and Implicit Theories of Creative Ideas

Implicit theories of creativity are widespread because creativity is not just a topic that
scholars consider, it is also a word much used and discussed by lay people (Davies, 2008).
Accordingly, there are both scholarly perspectives on creativity and lay perspectives on
creativity. Perhaps the main scholarly perspective on creativity is the conceptual definition of
creativity (Amabile, 1983): an idea is defined by scholars as creative to the extent that it is
judged both novel and useful relative to domain knowledge (Amabile, 1982; Fujita, Trope,
Liberman, & Levin-Sagi, 2006; Hennessey, Amabile, & Mueller, 2010). In contrast, lay
perspectives on creativity are the product of social context and cultural conventions, so they are more variable. Different groups of people, even different groups of experts, can form different implicit theories (Atran, Medin, & Ross, 2005; Keller & Loewenstein, 2011). In turn, lay people may then look to a large array of cues beyond novelty and usefulness as independent indicators of creativity (Amabile, 1982; Paletz & Peng, 2008; Sternberg, 1985).

We suggest that the decision maker role, with its associated economic mindset, evokes particular implicit theories about what indicates that an idea is creative. Because decision-makers have to make choices about ideas that have not yet been proven, and their economic mindsets trigger a need for accuracy, rationality, and objective bases for decision making, we suggest that decision makers are particularly likely to attend to social approval cues as these cues appear to provide evidence of acceptability (Cialdini, 1993), legitimacy (Rao, Chandy, & Prabhu, 2008), and potential for success (Salganik & Watts, 2009).

We define social approval cues as indicators that others endorse, support, or favorably view an idea, item or action. Such cues are the input to a wide array of considerations around social influence, talked about sometimes in terms of heuristic responses to social approval cues (social proof heuristic; Cialdini, 1993) sometimes in terms of the aggregate impression generated by social approval cues (social consensus information; MacCoun, 2012) and sometimes in terms of the cultural implications of such cues (descriptive norms; Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990; Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). Research confirms that social approval is “most influential when decision-makers are uncertain about the value of a course of action, and when able to observe the actions of similar others” (Rao et al, 2001: 504). For instance, receiving information about the extent to which others are engaging in a specific behavior has been found to explain individuals’ preferences for online products (Amblee & Bui, 2011; Kruglanski, Friedman, & Zeevi, 1971),
investors’ impressions of public firms (Pollock & Rindova, 2003), and securities analysts’
decisions to continue or abandon firm funding (Rao, et al, 2001). Thus, it is likely that decision
makers, because of an economic mindset, would attend to social approval cues.

Any idea could, in principle, gain high or low levels of social approval, which means that
social approval is a distinct concern from an idea’s novelty, usefulness, or domain of origin.
Indeed, one of the main discussions around social approval cues is how they are influenced by
concerns beyond the informational aspects of the idea (Berger & Milkman, 2012; Sinaceur,
Heath, & Cole, 2005), how they can be misleading indicators (Rao, Greve, & Davis, 2001), and
how they can be manipulated (De Cristofaro, Friedman, Jourjon, Kaafar, & Shafiq, 2014). Hence
high social approval may not indicate the inherent quality of an idea, such as its usefulness. Lay
people’s implicit theories need not accurately reflect reality or conform to scholarly claims;
rather the question is whether decision makers form implicit theories about social approval cues
indicating creativity. Prior research indicates that people have strong disagreements around
whether and how social approval cues relate to creativity (Loewenstein & Mueller, 2016). On
one hand, cues of social approval signal acceptance and endorsement, factors relevant for
making acceptable, correct and accurate decisions that those with an economic mindset might
view as key to creativity. Indeed, because the economic mindset evokes concerns around
accuracy, people in an economic mindset might view low social approval as indicating an idea is
incorrect, and so cannot be accurately assessed as creative. Further, people with an economic
mindset might view low social approval as indicating an idea is not creative because the idea is
not accepted or proven, and so suggestive of a failed innovation. On the other hand, for those
who lack an economic mindset and the corresponding desire to make a correct and acceptable
decision, social approval cues may simply not be relevant, or they may even be interpreted as signaling the idea is well-established and, thus, lacking in creativity.

**How Decision-Maker Roles Shape Creativity Assessments**

If decision-maker roles evoke an economic mindset, then it should lead people in these roles to attend to cues congruent with that mindset around accuracy, rationality and correctness in the course of decision-making. Correspondingly, individuals in decision-making roles are likely to discount ideas with cues of low social approval and rate them as less creative than individuals not in decision-making roles. Individuals in decision-making roles can be expected to react this way because their economic mindsets lead them to draw on an implicit theory relating low social approval cues with an idea’s incorrectness, unreliability, and unproven nature, and so to it being lower in creativity.

*Hypothesis 2: For ideas with cues of low (versus high) social approval, decision makers give lower creativity ratings due to the mediating mechanism of economic mindset.*

**OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH**

We employ an experimental and quasi-experimental study to provide an initial examination of the proposed social context model of creative idea recognition. Specifically, we test our hypotheses in an experimental context where we randomly assigned laboratory participants to a decision-maker role or a control condition and told that they were assisting with an entrepreneurship competition. Decision-makers were told they were responsible for deciding whether an idea would advance to the next level, while those in the control condition were merely asked to assess the idea. In a quasi-experimental study, we triangulate and extend the experimental study by showing that the findings generalized to a different idea and to employees in an organization who had long worked in decision-maker roles.
STUDY 1: METHODS

Participants and Experimental Design

One hundred and fifty-four undergraduates from a large southeastern university in the United States participated in this study in exchange for course credit in their introductory organizational behavior course. Their mean age was 20.83 years ($SD = .87$) and 46.4% were female. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions of a 2 (role: decision-maker versus control) X 2 (social approval cue: high versus low) between-subjects design.

Procedure

Participants were seated in individual cubicles with computers and informed that they would be assisting a well-known, on-campus entrepreneurship research center with a new initiative. Participants put on headphones and watched a video of a professor discussing “a business plan competition for the students by the students,” in which undergraduate students would serve as judges of their peers’ business plans. Unless otherwise mentioned, we used a 7-point scale for all studies including pilot studies, with scale anchors: 1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). A pretest (N = 20, 45% male, mean age = 20.95 years, $SD = 1.23$ years) showed that students rated the video as credible ($M = 5.6$, $SD = .99$), and 100% of participants answered “yes” to the question, “would you be interested in serving as a judge for this competition?”

Manipulation of Decision-Maker Role. The video included the manipulation for the role condition (decision-maker versus control). Specifically, all participants were first told that their task was to evaluate one randomly selected idea from those that had been submitted to the center. To manipulate the decision-maker role ($n = 79$), participants were told by the professor in the video that their assessments would be the “final word.” Their evaluations of the idea alone would determine whether the student entrepreneurs associated with it would receive an invitation to the
student-judged business plan competition. In the control condition (n = 75), the professor in the video highlighted that each idea would be rated by a set of students in the laboratory, that the participants’ own ratings would be added to this set of evaluations, and that this collective evaluation would decide if the idea received an invitation to the actual student-judged competition. To make sure that participants in both conditions took this task seriously, they were told (a) that the center had limited resources for this competition and were only expecting to invite a few proposals back for the final in-person round, and (b) they would have to justify their evaluations, and (c) that competition organizers would review these justifications. At the end of this manipulation video, participants were presented with a set of questions that included manipulation checks as well as a measure of economic mindset.

**Manipulation of Social Approval Cue.** After watching the video and completing the post-video survey, participants were then directed to watch a short, detailed video pitch. The idea involved the recycling of dirty diapers into roofing material and was described as follows: “Dirty disposable diapers collected from childcare centers, nursing homes, and hospitals will be taken to recycling centers where they are washed, dried, and fired into plastic pellets. These plastic pellets will then be absorbent and strong enough to be used as roofing material.” We made two versions of the video, different only in that one included high social approval cues and the other included low social approval cues. In the high social approval cue condition (n = 72), participants saw that the idea had received 178% of its requested funding from 396 contributors on Kickstarter, while in the low social approval cue condition (n = 71), participants were told that the idea had amassed 22% of funding from 12 funders on Kickstarter. In both cases, participants were told: “This campaign has been on for over 30 days.” Further, in the high social approval condition, the video indicated that the idea had received 22,000 Facebook likes; while in the low social
approval condition, the idea had received 31 Facebook likes. At the end of the study, the participants evaluated the idea and provided demographic information.

To ensure that this manipulation only influenced participants’ perceptions of social approval and did not influence their assessments of creativity, novelty, or usefulness, we employed a pilot study by recruiting 93 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk to complete an online survey (62.7% male; mean age = 34.51, SD = 10.88). In this pilot study, we randomly assigned participants to rate either the high or low social approval version of the “dirty diaper recycling” idea on four different scales: creativity, novelty, usefulness, and social approval. The creativity scale included the two items: “creative” and “innovative” (α = .89). The novelty scale included the two items: “novel” and “original” (α = .69). The usefulness scale included the two items: “useful” and “practical” (α = .77). The social approval scale included the three items: “people endorse it,” “it makes people happy,” and “people approve of it” (α = .89). We found no statistical differences in perceptions of creativity, novelty, or usefulness for the high (n = 47) and low approval (n = 46) idea. Specifically, idea creativity was not seen to differ for the high (M = 5.99, SD = 1.27) and low approval idea (M = 5.76, SD = 1.26, t(91) = -.87, p = .39). Idea novelty was not seen to differ for the high (M = 5.70, SD = 1.17) and low approval idea (M = 5.42, SD = 1.31, t(91) = -1.12, p = .27), nor was usefulness seen to differ for the high (M = 5.50, SD = 1.18) and low approval idea (M = 5.31, SD = 1.33, t(91) = -.69, p = .50). Instead, social approval ratings differed significantly between the high (M = 5.31, SD = 1.34) and low approval idea (M = 4.73, SD = 1.34, t(91) = -2.22, p = .03). This pilot study provides a manipulation check that our social approval manipulation was altering perceptions of social approval, but not creativity, novelty, or usefulness.

Measures
**Decision-maker role: Manipulation Check.** We utilized two separate manipulation checks. First, at the end of this video, participants were asked whether their evaluations alone would matter for whether the idea was invited back, or whether their evaluations would be averaged with other participants’ evaluations to decide the idea’s future (assessed on a binary scale). Second, participants were asked about how responsible and accountable they felt for the decision and its potential outcomes. To measure this we used a 6-item, perceived responsibility measure (Hackman & Oldham, 1975; Morrison & Phelps, 1999), that included items such as “I feel a personal sense of responsibility for the decision to allocate funds to this idea” and “It's up to me to allocate funds to this idea” \((\alpha = .73)\) and a 4-item measure of how accountable they felt for their decision (Hochwarter, Perrewé, Hall, & Ferris, 2005) \((\alpha = .78)\), including items such as, “I felt accountable for my decision to allocate resources to this idea.” Also, to confirm whether participants were engaged in the task, and took their role seriously, we measured the amount of time participants spent justifying their idea ratings.

**Mediator: Economic mindset.** To assess economic mindset, we employed a three-item scale with the stem “While making this decision, to what extent, did you:” followed by “focus on economic concerns,” “care about whether this decision made business sense,” and “focus on the economic consequences of the decision” \((\alpha = .86; M = 5.35, SD = 1.10)\).

**Dependent variable: Creativity assessment.** Participants were presented with an idea that involved recycling dirty diapers into roofing material and assessed how “creative” and “innovative” they thought the idea was \((\alpha = .90)\). Prior work shows that people use the terms “creative” and “innovative” interchangeably (Loewenstein & Mueller, 2016).
Alternative Explanation: Usefulness assessment. Participants were also asked to assess idea usefulness using a three item measure, specifically how “practical”, “feasible” and “useful” the idea was (α = .84).

STUDY 1: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 presents means, standard deviations, and correlations for variables in this study.

-----------------------------------------
Insert Table 1 here
-----------------------------------------

We first confirmed that 100% of participants accurately identified their assigned role condition. Further, decision-makers described feeling more responsible (M = 4.35, SD = .99) than those in the control condition (M = 3.73, SD = 1.10, t(152) = 3.10, p < .01), and more accountable for the decision (M = 4.40, SD = 1.26) than those in the control condition (M = 3.74, SD = 1.22, t (152) = 3.29, p<.001). Both conditions took their role seriously: decision-makers spent the same amount of time justifying their ideas (M = 2.96 minutes, SD = .79) as non-decision-makers (M = 2.89 minutes, SD = .87, t(152) = -.56, p = .58).

Providing support for Hypothesis 1, an independent t-test identified that those assigned to a decision-maker role (M = 5.55, SD = 1.03) had a higher level of economic mindset than those assigned to a non-decision-maker role (M = 5.13, SD = 1.14, t(152) = 2.40, p =.02). To assess Hypothesis 2 about the effect of decision-maker roles on creativity assessments, mediated by economic mindset, and moderated by social approval, we used Hayes’s (2013) PROCESS procedure (model 15, default settings). As noted, we found that decision-maker role predicted economic mindset (b = .42 (SE = .17), 95% CI [0.0741, 0.7647], p < .05, R² = .04). We found that the decision-maker role by social approval interaction predicted creativity ratings (b = .99 (SE = .3049), [0.3844, 1.5893], p < .01, R² = .19 for entire model; see Figure 2 for interaction pattern). We found that economic mindset interacted with social approval to predict creativity
ratings \( (b = .37 \ (SE = .14), [0.0932, 1.6537], p < .01, \) see Figure 3 for interaction pattern). Next, we found that the direct effect of decision-maker role on creativity assessments was significant for low social approval \( (b = -.58 \ (SE = .21), [-0.99, -0.15], p < .01) \), but not for high social approval \( (b = .41 \ (SE = .22), [-0.04, 0.84], p = .06) \). As additional support of Hypothesis 2, we found that the indirect effect of decision-maker role on creativity assessments via economic mindset was significant for low social approval \( (b = -0.12 \ (SE = .07), [-0.28, -0.02], p < .05) \), but not for the high social approval idea \( (b = .04 \ (SE = .05), [-0.39, 0.18], p = .15) \).

In an exploratory analysis we employed the PROCESS procedure (model 15) and tested whether social approval moderated the indirect effect of decision-maker role on usefulness assessments through the mediator of economic mindset. We found no interaction, direct effect, or indirect effect of our model predicting perceived usefulness. Hence, low social approval did not indicate low usefulness for those in decision-making roles, despite it indicating low creativity.

These results provide evidence that participants randomly assigned to a decision-maker role discounted the creativity of an idea with low social approval. In contrast, participants in the control condition saw the idea as highly creative regardless of the level of social approval. The decision-makers in the current study were told they were solely responsible for their assessments, and this evoked an economic mindset that was then linked to lower creativity assessments of the low social approval idea. Furthermore, there was no evidence that decision-makers devalued creative ideas with low social approval because they saw them as less useful.

**STUDY 2**

While an experiment allows us to show that manipulating decision-maker role had a causal effect on lowering creativity assessments of ideas with low social approval, it also has
limitations. One limitation of conducting an experiment to answer this question is that it does not capture the pervasive nature of decision-maker roles in actual organizations. In real-world organizations, decision-maker roles are rarely short lived and discrete. Employees often spend many years in a given role and juggle multiple roles. This begs the question of whether the percentage of time spent in the decision-maker role might lead to the habitual adoption of an economic mindset, which may persist even when evaluating ideas outside the realm of their formal decision-making authority. If the amount of time in a decision-maker role evokes higher levels of economic concerns and subsequent downgrading of creative ideas, this suggests that merely switching roles in the moment may be insufficient to diminish the bias against creative ideas with low social approval. Specifically, we hypothesize the following:

*Hypothesis 3: For ideas with cues of low (versus high) social approval, the more time employees spend in a decision-maker role the more they will view an idea with low social approval as lacking creativity due to the mediating mechanism of economic mindset.*

**STUDY 2: METHODS**

**Participants and Procedures**

We collected data from 84 employees at multiple levels of a company with over $10 billion in annual revenues, including the CEO and senior executives, area managers, and those in administrative and technical positions in a variety of functional areas. This ensured that we had sufficient variance in time spent in decision-making roles and for those decision-making roles to imply authority over consequential organizational outcomes. Employee participants were 51% male and had a mean level of 16.59 years of overall work experience ($SD = 4.71$), and a mean level of 3.96 years of experience in their current role ($SD = 4.71$). All participants had an undergraduate degree or higher. Ninety-five employee participants were asked by a member of the organization to participate in the study: 88% participated. We asked them to report the
percentage of time at work they spend in decision-maker roles. We also asked them to describe the role they spent the largest percentage of time in when working at the company, and we coded this response for indications of economic mindset. Then we asked them to rate an idea different than the one used in Study 1. The idea was a password pill, described as “a tiny chip that uses the acid in one’s stomach to power it on, once activated it emits a specific 18-bit EKG-like signal that can be detected by your phone or computer, essentially turning your body into a password.” We randomly assigned employee participants to rate the password pill idea with either high (94% funded) or low (22% funded) social approval.

**Measures**

**Independent variable. Percentage of time in a decision-making role:** Participants were asked to rate the percentage of time they spend in decision-maker roles, defined as “responsible for resourcing or funding ideas” ($M = 33.06$, $SD = 29.19$).

**Mediator. Economic mindset:** Participants were prompted to describe their main role, the role they spend the largest percentage of time in at work, and in particular their main goals and function in this role. We then developed a coding scheme to capture the extent to which participants demonstrated an economic mindset when describing their main role. To develop this coding scheme, we provided three independent coders, who were blind to the study’s hypotheses, with a list of the words used in prior research to prime economic mindset, including: profitable, efficient, and cost-benefit analysis (Molinsky et al., 2012). We asked coders to rate the extent to which participant employees described the main goals of their role using these terms on a 1-4 scale (anchors: 1 = no economic mindset, 2 = slight economic mindset, 3 = moderate economic mindset, 4 = strong economic mindset). All three coders rated each participant’s role assignment statement (mean pairwise alpha = .75).
Moderator. Social approval: After describing their role, participants were directed to what we described as a second task, which was a mock Kickstarter.com page that contained details about the password pill idea and how many days were left to complete the funding cycle. Embedded on this Kickstarter.com description page were the social approval cues. In the high social approval cue condition, the idea had 268 backers and was 94% funded, while in the low social approval cue condition, 22% of funding had been amassed from 12 funders. In both cases, participants were told: “This campaign has been on for over 30 days.”

Dependent variable. Creativity: We employed the same creativity scale ($M = 6.01, SD = .79$) used in Study 1, which had acceptable reliability ($\alpha = .84$).

Controls. We employed a two item usefulness scale ($M = 4.68, SD = 1.29$), including the words, “useful,” and “practical,” which had acceptable reliability ($\alpha = .70$). Participants were also asked to report basic demographic information, including years of work experience.

STUDY 2: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 2 presents means, standard deviations, and correlations among the variables of this study. Providing support for Hypothesis 1, we found that the greater the percentage of time employees spent in decision-maker roles, the more likely their role descriptions indicated an economic mindset ($r = .30, p = .01$). To support this simple first-order association, we used a hierarchical linear regression to assess whether decision-maker role related to economic mindset when controlling for organizational tenure. We identified that the percentage of time spent in a decision-maker role continued to be positively related to the strength of the economic mindset ($\beta = .34, t(74) = 2.97, p < .01$), while organizational tenure ($\beta = .06, t(74) = .48, p = .63$) did not. Hence, we replicate findings from Study 1 in an organizational sample, and provide additional support for Hypothesis 1.
To assess Hypotheses 3 about the effect of chronically enacting decision-maker roles on creativity assessments, mediated by economic mindset, and moderated by social approval, we used Hayes’s (2013) PROCESS procedure (model 15, default settings). As noted, we found that the percentage of time spent in a decision-maker role predicted economic mindset ($b = .01 \ (SE = .003), 95\% \ CI \ [0.004, \ 0.019], \ p < .01, \ R^2 = .11$). We found that economic mindset interacted with social approval to predict creativity ratings ($b = .44 \ (SE = .153), \ [0.1378, \ 0.750], \ p < .01, \ R^2 = .24$ for full model, see Figure 4 for interaction pattern). We found that the percentage of time spent in a decision-maker role by social approval interaction predicted creativity ratings ($b = .01 \ (SE = .005), \ [0.001, \ 0.022], \ p = .04$, see Figure 5 for interaction pattern). Next we assessed the conditional direct effect of the percentage of time spent in a decision-maker role on creativity assessments for different levels of social approval. We found that the direct effect of the percentage of time spent in a decision-maker role on creativity assessments was significant for low social approval ($b = -.01 \ (.004), [-0.017, -0.001], \ p = .03$), and not for high social approval ($b = .00 \ (.004), [-0.005, 0.010], \ p = .56$). Figure 4 shows that spending 0% to 100% of time in a decision maker role reduces creativity assessments of low social approval ideas by about 1.5 points total on the 7 point scale. In support of Hypothesis 3, we found that the indirect effect of the percentage of time spent in a decision-maker role on creativity assessments via economic mindset was significant for low social approval ($b = -.004 \ (.002), [-0.009, -0.001]$), and not for high social approval idea ($b = .00 \ (.001), [-0.000, 0.005]$).
As in Study 1, we employed the PROCESS procedure developed by Hayes (2013) (model 15, default settings) to explore whether social approval moderated the indirect effect of decision-maker role on usefulness assessments through the mediator of economic mindset. We found no significant interaction, indirect effect, or direct effect of our model predicting usefulness.

We found evidence, from those in consequential decision-maker roles in a global organization emphasizing creativity, that time spent in decision-maker roles was associated with employees downgrading otherwise creative ideas with low social approval. This effect held even when their decision-making authority did not extend to those specific ideas, suggesting that decision-making roles can induce a habitual mindset that yields chronic effects. Furthermore, the percentage of time spent in decision-maker roles was not altering assessments of idea usefulness for ideas low in social approval. This suggests that decision-makers are not taking social approval as a proxy for usefulness and so downgrading the creativity of ideas with low social approval, but rather that social approval is conflicting with the economic mindsets habitually induced by chronically enacting decision-maker roles.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

Across one experimental and one quasi-experimental study, we showed that decision-maker roles evoked an economic mindset, which diminished creativity (but not usefulness) assessments of low social approval ideas. Prior work has suggested that the negative relationship between social approval and creativity can create a dilemma for decision-makers, who need to choose one over the other (Ford & Gioia, 2000). However, our findings suggest that decision-makers may not often experience this dilemma, because they see low social approval as one indicator that an idea is not creative. But if decision-makers are viewing ideas with low social approval as less creative, while others inside (e.g., coworkers without decision-making
responsibility) and outside (e.g., consumers) of the organization do not factor social approval into their assessments of creativity, then this suggests three important points. First, decision-makers could be more likely than others to reject truly creative ideas even in organizations that support creativity. Second, decision-makers could have a perceptual disconnect with employees who generate ideas and the customers to whom they wish to sell the ideas. Third, because prior work has identified that social approval cues are “fools gold” and noisy indicators of idea quality when ideas are new (Rao, Greve, & Davis, 2001), decision makers using these cues to assess creative potential may be misguided.

**Theoretical Contributions**

In the course of examining creativity assessments by members of organizations, we propose that mindsets evoke implicit theories that then guide which cues people believe indicate creativity as well as whether these cues are positive or negative indicators of creativity. Because distinct organizational roles evoke distinct mindsets and corresponding implicit theories, we propose that people in these roles will view ideas as creative if those ideas have cues that fit their implicit theories. As Figure 1 illustrates, the contexts that evoke a bias against creativity may not be just one role or just one cue to creativity, but instances in which the roles and cues, because of the mindsets and implicit theories, conflict. This social context model of creative idea recognition can then be turned to analyze further organizational roles, such as idea generation roles, as well as further characteristics of ideas, such as idea feasibility, that might predictably shape creativity assessments.

The social context model of creative idea recognition can enrich our understanding of prior work examining the bias against creativity. Indeed, Mueller et al (2012) identified that when primed with a mindset around uncertainty intolerance, participants experienced negative
implicit associations with creativity and subsequently downgraded a creative idea when compared to participants primed with a mindset around uncertainty tolerance. This study identified that implicit attitudes around creativity partially mediated the relationship between mindset and creativity assessments. A social context model of creative idea recognition would suggest that in addition to implicit attitudes evoked by mindsets, implicit theories evoked by mindsets might also shape creativity assessments. In the same vein, our social context model of creative idea recognition casts new light on rising evidence showing that ideas with high novelty are rejected by decision-makers purporting to desire novelty (Boudreau et al., 2016; Criscuolo, Dahlander, Grohsjean, & Salter, 2016; Siler et al., 2015). Siler et al. (2015) identified a puzzling finding: papers later published and hailed as “breakthrough” were initially rejected by reviewers who perceived them as “lacking novelty.” Hence, the social context of model creative idea recognition may be a useful lens to employ to better understand how editor and reviewer roles, and their corresponding mindsets, might shape perceptions of novelty and corresponding decisions to accept or reject ideas.

The social context model of creative idea recognition has implications for how scholars conduct creativity research. Most field research on creativity employs creativity assessments made by lay people, namely leaders’ ratings of subordinates’ creativity (c.f., Amabile & Mueller, 2007). From the perspective of a social context model of idea recognition, ratings made by employees in a single role may reflect implicit theories of people in that role that may not align with implicit theories employed by other important stakeholders. So if leaders are in decision-making roles, then their creativity assessments may differ systematically from those of their subordinates. Decision-makers may be discounting creative ideas generated by employees if the ideas lack social approval. Independent assessments of creative products diminish self-serving
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biases (Hennessey, Amabile, & Mueller, 2010). Yet it is not an ideal solution to gather independent assessments if the individuals making those assessments are all in the same role, and we have evidence that this role generates biased assessments. Hence, by taking a social context of creative idea assessment lens we propose that work examining creativity assessments made by participants in a single role (e.g., team leaders) may do well to replicate findings using participants with little decision-making responsibility (e.g., peer-ratings of creativity).

More broadly, the social context model of creative idea recognition would predict that distinct organizational roles could activate distinct mindsets and corresponding implicit theories. This raises the possibility that actors in different roles will assess the same idea’s creativity differently based on which cues match or do not match their particular implicit theories. If so, future research could examine whether there are misunderstandings and conflicts could that drive a wedge between decision-makers and others in organizations trying to innovate. For example, if different assessments give rise to perceived value differences between actors in and not in decision-making roles, this could lead to relationship conflict—a type of conflict shown consistently to harm performance (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003; Jehn, 1995). Making people aware that others have different implicit theories and, more importantly, helping others describe ideas in ways that are congruent with these implicit theories (Loewenstein & Mueller, 2016) could provide potentially reduce conflict caused by distinct perceptions of creativity.

Practical Implications

The innovation literature describes decision-making roles as a “best practice” in organizations, as stage-gate models of innovation rely on people in decision-making roles to marshal resources towards a select set of products (Cooper, 2006). However, if the decision-making role is altering people’s assessments of creative ideas, this suggests that decision-
makers’ ability to recognize creative opportunities is biased relative to other organizational stakeholders. For example, in most organizations, the selection of which ideas to pursue occurs in a single step: Decision-makers are given a set of ideas and a general mandate to select at least some creative ideas. Decision-makers then rank these ideas and decide to resource ideas with the highest rank. The current studies suggest at least one problem that could arise. One class of ideas that others find highly creative—those that happen to have cues of low social approval, which is likely with all new ideas proposed in organizations—are likely to receive a relatively lower rank and so be passed over by decision-makers. As a result, an organizational design that puts the selection of creative ideas into the hands of individuals primarily in decision-making roles could result in systematically rejecting some worthy ideas. Furthermore, because Study 2 found that time spent in decision-maker roles tended to make adopting an economic mindset chronic and shift creativity assessments even for ideas over which they had no decision making authority, asking people to step outside their roles may be of little help.

We propose that rather than trying to alter aspects of decision-making roles to temper an economic mindset, organizations might consider restructuring responsibility for selecting creative ideas to pursue. For example, our findings suggest that, relative to decision-makers, those who have little decision-making responsibility may evaluate creative opportunities in ways that are more congruent with how consumers evaluate ideas. Thus, instead of a one-step process mandating decision-makers select at least some creative ideas in a set, organizations might instead have employees with little decision-making responsibility rate the creativity of the ideas first. Then, after the set of ideas are rated by employees, the organization can provide these ratings to decision-makers to inform their selection decisions. This two-step process has the benefit of increasing decision-making accountability around creativity itself (as opposed to the
downstream consequences associated with creativity), and so it makes mandates to select creative ideas more measureable and enforceable. It may also provide decision-makers with a justification to explain why they chose a creative idea – ideas that often have poor metrics.

The current findings also suggest a second practical implication relevant to those selling creative ideas. Providing decision-makers with information that ideas have high social approval can increase the extent to which decision makers find these ideas creative. This is especially important given recent evidence that managers tend to under-estimate the degree of social approval creative ideas are likely to garner (Berg, 2016). Hence, providing data that confirms ideas have social approval may help people gain influence for their creative ideas.

**Strengths and Limitations**

Our experiment provided a test of the causal influence of roles, and evidence for a mechanism. Our quasi-experiment extended this finding suggesting that amount of time spent in a decision-maker role can evoke a habitual mindset which alters creativity assessments for ideas outside decision-makers domain of expertise. One strength of the experimental and quasi-experimental approaches in these studies was that we ensured that there were no systematic knowledge differences, or differences in the cues of the ideas themselves (beyond those we manipulated) that could explain differences in creativity assessments. A further strength of the experimental and quasi-experimental approaches is that we avoided ownership and responsibility concerns—participants did not evaluate their own ideas, and decision-makers were not evaluating ideas relative to a particular history, comparison set, or specific budget constraints. A third strength of the studies employed is that by keeping the idea itself constant, we were able to vary a single feature of the idea to be in conflict (or not) with the goals of those in an economic mindset. This level of specificity allows us to conclude that this specific context evoked a shift in
creativity assessments as opposed to a host of other factors that naturally vary. However, one limitation of the current study is we did not examine creativity assessments where the person in the decision-making role has expertise regarding the idea being evaluated. Prior work notes that expertise can sometimes diminish evaluations of novel ideas (Moreau, Lehmann, & Markman, 2001), and future research should evaluate the independent influence of the decision-maker role and expertise while employing actual decision-makers in the field.

A further limitation of the current approach is that we focused on what the literature has described as the central dilemma for decision-makers: the prospect of selecting creative ideas with low social approval. Decision-makers may face further dilemmas as many additional cues of creative ideas could be in conflict with the economic mindset. Specifically, aims around efficiency are related to an economic mindset (Molinsky et al., 2012); this concern may also alter creativity assessment and selection. Further, research has identified that people disagree strongly around whether feasibility indicates high or low creativity (Loewenstein & Mueller, 2016) and it is possible that decision-makers view ideas that have low feasibility as indicating an idea is not creative. There may be further related cues of creative ideas that present a mismatch to the implicit theories evoked by the economic mindset and our study provides a general model to help guide the efforts of future research on mindset-cue mismatches for decision-makers.

A third limitation of the current approach was that we only focused on a single role. While there is evidence to suggest that decision-making roles are the most influential in the innovation process, there are many other roles supporting organizations’ efforts to generate and implement creative ideas. Certainly an idea generator role is also important to consider (Miron-Spektor, Erez, & Naveh, 2011) as it may evoke implicit theories around creative ideas being viewed positively by other idea generators (Drazin et al., 1999). Hence, employing our social
context model of creative idea recognition, we can posit that idea generators designing consumer products may ignore low social approval from *investors* as indicative of creativity, but downgrade ideas with low social approval from *designers*. Additionally, it is possible that idea generators roles evoke implicit theories that ideas are creative if they are difficult to achieve (as this is how design awards are given; Cronin & Weingart, 2007). This suggests that solutions that were easy to develop and prototype might be seen by those in idea generator roles as less creative. While high feasibility ideas may be seen by decision-makers as matching their implicit theories around creativity, according to our social context model of creative idea recognition, high feasibility ideas could be seen as a mismatch with idea generators’ implicit theories around creativity requiring people to demonstrate feats of technical prowess, and so idea generators may downgrade highly feasible ideas as less creative. While the current paper only develops and tests a specific piece of the social context model of creative idea recognition, it provides a framework for guiding future research to identify contextually driven tensions people may experience when assessing creative ideas.

A fourth limitation of the current investigation was that we focused on ideas with relatively high levels of creativity. For these ideas, low social approval appeared to conflict with decision-makers’ economic goals and lead to lower creativity ratings. Another possibility to explore is whether less creative ideas might, if they had high social approval, strike decision-makers as being highly creative. For our study 2, we identified a significant interaction between economic mindset and social approval predicting creativity. A simple slopes analysis identified that the relationship between economic mindset and creativity was significant at high ($\beta = .22$, $t(139) = 2.25$, $p = .02$), and low ($\beta = -.46$, $t(139) = 3.50$, $p = .01$) levels of social approval. A similar pattern of results was marginally significant ($p = .06$) in study 1. In other words, ideas
with high levels of social approval were seen as more creative by those with higher levels of economic mindset. This finding suggests a possible expansion of the social context model of creative idea recognition that was outside the scope of the currently study, but that future work could consider. Perhaps those in decision-maker roles view ideas that have cues that are highly congruent with their goals to be highly creative, even if those same ideas are seen by others as lacking creativity. If so, decision-makers might label ideas as highly creative even when others, such as their customers, view them as mere extensions of the status quo and so not creative.

CONCLUSION

Decision-making roles are intended to help organizations align employee behavior and organizational resources towards maximizing organizational performance, usually evaluated in economic terms. However, a dilemma for decision-makers can arise when organizations decide that creativity is key to economic success and so require decision-makers to endorse creative ideas – even when these kinds of ideas have low social approval. Prior work suggests that merely mandating the selection of creative ideas can resolve the dilemma decision-makers experience. The current studies do not support this prescription, as decision-makers appear unlikely to view ideas lacking social approval as creative. Practically speaking, we generate evidence of an irony of organizational design: The way organizations structure roles in the innovation process may evoke a bias against selecting creative ideas, thereby diminishing the likelihood of organizations adopting the innovations they seek. Theoretically speaking, just as Amabile (1996) proposed that we needed a social context model of creativity and showed that there is more to the generation of creative ideas than just cognition, we provide a social context model of idea recognition to explain why there is more to creativity assessment than just the idea itself.
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### TABLE 1. Means and Standard Deviations for Creativity Assessments, Study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Decision-Maker Role (1 = Yes, 0 = No)</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Social approval (1 = High, 0 = Low)</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Economic Mindset</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>.19*</td>
<td>-.16+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.18*</td>
<td>-.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.27**</td>
<td>-.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01
TABLE 2. Descriptives and Pearson Correlation Coefficients for All Major Variables, Study 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Organizational Tenure</td>
<td>10.01</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Decision-Maker Role</td>
<td>33.06</td>
<td>29.19</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Social Approval (1 = High)</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td></td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Economic Mindset</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Creativity Rating</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>-.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .05, **p < .01
FIGURE 1. Proposed Social Context Model of Creative Idea Recognition
FIGURE 2. Interaction Between Decision-Maker Role and Social approval Predicting Creativity Assessments, Study 1
FIGURE 3. Interaction Between Economic Mindset and Social approval Predicting Creativity Assessments, Study 1
FIGURE 4. Interaction Between Percentage of Time in Decision-Maker Role and Social Approval Predicting Creativity Assessments, Study 2
FIGURE 5. Interaction Between Economic Mindset and Social Approval Predicting Creativity Assessments, Study 2
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